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Preface 
As the adoption of SOA, Cloud, and Digital become more prevalent it is clear that many projects are highly reliant on shared 
infrastructure. This infrastructure must be paid for in some manner and must be accounted for across the enterprise.  

This paper looks at the challenges around how to create a funding model that will pay for the shared portions of your Digital-
SOA and discusses some of the pitfalls awaiting the “simple” approaches. 

Intended Audience 
This paper is intended to support executive and leadership teams to understand how to fund sustainable Digital-SOA and 
Enterprise Architectures that contain shared infrastructures.  

Disclaimer 
Observations and recommendations documented in this white paper are based on our opinions, experience, and research. 
They are as objective and representative as we can reasonably be, however Responsiv makes no representation as to 
accuracy or fitness for purpose. Once you have chosen a course of action, it should be thoroughly evaluated to ensure its 
fitness for purpose. 

Copyright 
This white paper is copyright Responsiv Solutions and may not be copied or reproduced without written permission from 
Responsiv Solutions Limited. 

About the author 
Richard Whyte is an accomplished IT architect with a proven ability to innovate and focus on customer requirements to 
deliver simple, effective solutions. He has demonstrated thought leadership based on a breadth of technical and project 
experience spanning Investment Banking, retail, Manufacturing, and Aerospace, delivering sustainable technology to some 
of the world's largest companies. Richard has a degree in statistics and computing and a Master’s in Business Administration. 
He is a Fellow of the British Computer Society (FBCS), Chartered Engineer (CEng), Chartered IT Professional (CITP), and Fellow 
of the Institute of Engineering and Technology (FIET).  

This paper is a derivative of a previous paper by the same author. First published in 2010. 

About Responsiv 
Responsiv Solutions is a UK based company that specialises in delivering business integration across the enterprise, including 
API management, Business Process Automation, and Digital-SOA platforms. We work across many industries, including Retail, 
Financial Services, and Government. 

Responsiv can provide fully commissioned solutions that include all the software and professional services needed to deliver 
an integration platform to support your business plan and grow with your business.  

www.responsiv.co.uk 
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Executive Summary 
Service oriented architectures and enterprise technology are shared infrastructures whose capital and maintenance costs 
must be funded. It is a significant challenge to create a funding model that supports the immediate business needs and 
supports long term strategy. Existing models based on project work to build capabilities, and on pain to trigger maintenance 
are inefficient and unsustainable. The challenge is to balance cost recovery and sustainable funding against the business 
benefit realized by each set of business users.  

Building a shared computing capability is expensive and incurs risks outside the experience of many project managers and 
architects; the number of interested parties quickly becomes large and diverse, alignment of objectives weakens, and 
prioritizing work becomes extremely difficult.  

• Ongoing operational costs for each Service are highly dependent on quality and availability needs and 
support demanded by consumers using the service.  

• Without the right funding approach and measurements, a shared infrastructure will fail.  

Pricing models determine how consumers behave. Utility models that charge for each request will result in fewer requests; 
a cost-avoidance technique (e.g. batching requests) may increase costs.   

Shared infrastructures or capabilities cannot be sustained in anything but a low-quality way unless a consistent and 
predictable source of funding is available. The nature of this funding can range from users paying for their use or a generalized 
“tax” on the firm.  

Background 
Shared IT infrastructure demands technological features that are not required or simpler in single user solutions, for example 
mechanisms to separate data owned by different departments and extended availability. Loss of a shared service will 
generate more disruption and impact more users and cost than a failure affecting one user.  

The technical challenges are understood and a wealth of literature is available to help the implementer, however, few writers 
look beyond the need to collect usage information to ask how a funding model might use that data such that it can, in itself 
achieve objectives. Instead many organizations recover costs experienced through a pro-rata cost based on size of 
department. 

Rationale 
Infrastructure is shared to reduce the cost of IT by improving utilization of hardware and licenses, to improve time to value 
for new applications by reducing delays for procurement, and because in some cases sharing is technically desirable to avoid 
synchronization.   

It is suggested by this paper that many current approaches to charge-back do not derive benefits for the firm. That a well-
defined finance model will encourage behaviour that supports the strategy and other users, provide a mechanism for 
rewarding net contributors, and make transparent the true costs of provisioning and maintaining the infrastructure. 
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Conclusion 
The funding approach must be based on the understanding that shared infrastructures have different demands and needs 
from dedicated implementation.  

• The quality and capacity of a solution will impact the design and deployment costs.  
• The number of disparate users will influence the amount of function that is exercised (coverage), and the 

difficulty and risks associated with changes to the original specification. 
• Once a resource (Service) is shared it is difficult to retire it from use. This can result in a department paying for 

capacity, quality, and operations of a service that it has long-since ceased to use. 

Funding models cannot allow critical services to fail (go bankrupt) in an uncontrolled way. Pricing should be sufficient to 
allow delivery of the quality expected by consumers. A pricing model based on easily measured metrics that are aligned to 
consumer values and technical strategy will encourage desired consumer behaviour. They should: 

• Avoid encouraging poor developer behaviour 
• Raise sufficient capital to sustain the infrastructure 
• Tolerate of changes in demand.  

A transparent way to achieve your business objectives using a funding model is to price utilization on the basis of a pre-
defined business transaction or business relevant unit of work that can itself be assigned a value by the business. This 
approach allows business decisions to be made about the sustainability of the investment and applies to any investment. 
This style of charging may drive behaviour that is not desired or expose the infrastructure provider to risks they do not wish 
to take. In these cases, hybrid and other approaches may become necessary to share the risk.  
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Introduction 
Shared Infrastructure is any infrastructure used by more than one group of users. Infrastructure that delivers benefit and is 
familiar in daily life includes motorways, which are paid for by taxation; Railways (taxation and ticket sales); and telephone 
systems (fixed rental and usage charge).   

The way infrastructure is funded dictates the consumers’ discretion and power to influence as well as the interest they have 
in making it better or being a “good citizen”.  Infrastructure paid for indirectly by consumers includes banking infrastructure 
and retail space.  

• Prices paid at a retail outlet include the cost of that outlet; consumers are not expected to pay directly for use of 
the store. In this case the relationship between consumer and shop-space is once removed (mediated) by the 
shopkeeper. 

• Consumers do not expect to receive a letter requesting additional funding to meet the cost of operating the store. 
This means the volume of sales must be sufficient to cover all costs. 

The mechanism and barriers to entry for shared infrastructures ultimately determine whether the endeavour is widely 
adopted or remains in business silos (McKendrick, 11 Jun 2006).  

Shared IT Infrastructure  
Shared IT infrastructure1 refers to IT capabilities consumed by independently funded parts of the same business or by 
multiple businesses. The advantages of sharing include scale-efficiencies, which may justify strategic solutions, and increase 
bargaining power during vendor negotiations for hardware and software. Opportunities created by sharing include faster 
time to value, infrastructure standardization, low exception management environment, and simplified integration. New 
opportunities are created for data analysis and business process management that cross lines of business. 

Linking costs to benefit 
Use of taxation to fund IT infrastructure is common but tends to obscure accountability and dislocate the link between 
utilization of a resource and the benefits derived. The approach is simple to implement but has no intrinsic feedback to drive 
retirement of inefficient processes or assets, and makes assignment of costs to particular endeavours difficult or impossible.  

Margin also known as pay-as-you-go models create a more immediate link between utility and cost but lack flexibility at the 
boundaries, for example low demand situations fail to cover costs and high demand situations over-recover. Margin value 
must be acceptable to consumers and recover costs for a known capacity against an unknown but expected utilization (Keller, 
2009).  

Using costs to manage an IT portfolio 
Finance models that provide transparency and clear relationships between cost and benefit can be used to determine the 
economic value added by an IT infrastructure. By linking prices to business transaction execution, for example the process 
of performing a meter reading, exposes true costs to the business. This information can be used to properly calculate the 
economic value added by the business using that infrastructure.   

• Stern Stewart & Co (Stewart, 1991) developed the Economic-Value-Added (EVA) calculation to allow departments 
and companies to calculate the true economic return from their operations. The calculation includes utilization of 
capital and capital assets compared to the opportunity loss (Dusan Baran, 2007). 

Pain as trigger for investment 
Would you prefer to pay for a pothole to be repaired, take a different route, or buy a better car?  

Experience suggests that a cheap way to repair the problem is likely to be the first option; if the problem persists other 
options are investigated in order of cost and the level of knowledge and control. 

The threshold for pain-triggered maintenance increases for shared infrastructure because solving the hurt is more painful 
and distracting than living with slow or inefficient processes. Shared infrastructure increases the impact and risks associated 
with change, complexity of change projects, and the costs. Add to this the desire to not fund the operational systems of 
other departments and nothing gets done until it breaks. 

 
1 Examples include; integration infrastructure, datacenters, large computer systems, Service oriented architectures (SOA), Cloud computing. 
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Benefits of sharing 
By implementing a shared infrastructure, the costs of the initial design and build can be shared amongst all users and while 
it may be a higher cost than for a dedicated platform the cost of subsequent implementations is avoided. The shared IT 
model also allows capacity and margins to be shared.  

Statistically it can be shown that the more voluminous and varied the workload the less chance of everything peaking at the 
same time, allowing for what is often 70-90% over capacity in each solution to be reduced and shared.  

Many projects, like the application example above, may never be built because no single department can justify the costs. 
Opportunities created by such an application can move the whole firm to a different competitive situation. 

By offering the possibility of collaboration across business, or a mechanism for cross charging to recover costs the decision 
may be to build. Total cost of ownership-based justification for SOA is predicated on projects sharing Services to avoid design, 
build, test, and deployment cost and delays. 

By converting fixed to variable costs an intermediary can more effectively match income to costs. The approach reduces risk 
for the intermediary but may affect its ability to generate a margin for intermediary work. A funding approach for SOA must 
provide income that provides for all fixed costs and will flex to provide consumers with value for money. 

Design agnostic 
Design constraints created by the choice of funding model rather than efficient use of resources or technical efficiency lead 
to poor solutions. A “good” funding model will support efficient use of technology by not rewarding bad practice. This may 
require an agile approach to pricing that can quickly respond to bad practice. 

Annexation of services 
Shared components whose owners cannot maintain them become a risk to the integrity of the overall infrastructure. Some 
services are important enough that they cannot be allowed to fail. Failure may lead to breach of legislative requirements, or 
reduction of consumer confidence leading to slowed adoption of the shared infrastructure. Failure can take a number of 
forms; failure to maintain performance, failure to upgrade, failure to provide required (additional) capabilities. 

• The governance model must provide sufficient powers to the funding organization to enforce funding 
agreements and manage situations where a service is failing, including annexation of the service.  

• Fundamental parts of the architecture must be scalable and replaceable without the need for major redesign 
work.  

Quality of service 
Low cost service can be achieved by performing the minimum possible to maintain the minimal service. This approach 
maintains no margin for the unexpected and increases capacity only when the existing solution becomes intolerable.  This 
approach is known as “Satisficing” and leads to costs moving from the IT budget into the business in the form of inefficiencies, 
slow system response times, and system failures affecting business operations. The way demand is managed affects the 
quality of service. High quality solutions deliver their intended function and predictable cost and performance. They are 
highly available and maintain a margin of capacity to deal with the unexpected. The cost of quality is realized in the testing 
effort and maintenance of margin. 

• User satisfaction is influenced directly by the price paid (by the affected party) for a particular quality of service 
and expectation.  

• If the capacity and performance of a system degrades and the price does not reduce dissatisfaction will follow 
(Bernoulli, 1738) (Barberà, Hammond, & Seidl, 2004).  

• Discounting that does not compensate the effected individual has little effect on satisfaction.  

• To sustain its relevance a Service must proactively evolve to meet changes in demand and functional needs. The 
fundamental design must support addition of capability and capacity without interrupting users.  
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Summary 
One of the greatest barriers to firms sharing infrastructure is deciding who pays for the initial build effort, and how ongoing 
operations are funded. Many companies choose to fund these endeavours on a project basis; leading to fragmented solutions 
that are over-specified to accommodate expected capacity, are unfunded for small improvements, have no cross-application 
governance, and have no available resources for proactive maintenance. 

• Taxation models obscure accountability and the link between utility and cost.  

• Pure margin pricing can drive unintended behaviours and struggles with boundary conditions. 

• Challenges of funding and managing shared infrastructures influence firms to adopt business-centric computing 
capabilities and to avoid sharing across budget domains. This approach allows funding models based on project 
work to build capabilities that are then maintained by the business; excessive departmental pain is used to trigger 
maintenance activity. 

• Introduction of SOA and other shared architectures means that mechanisms are needed to compensate business 
areas for additional maintenance costs and challenges created by sharing applications and capabilities with other 
areas. 

Very few articles were found that discussed the topic of funding shared IT infrastructures; those that did had very little detail. 
Government funding models for infrastructure are more easily found but were not thought appropriate. The lack of firm 
discussion on this subject can be assumed to indicate that the topic is a difficult one and unlikely that one size fits all. To 
understand the rationale for selection of a suitable finance model the principles and structure of the problem must be clear. 
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Funding Model Pathology 

It is assumed throughout this paper that there are four roles that participate in the SOA funding model: the consumer, 
intermediary, service provider, and infrastructure provider. An individual actor can take more than one role, for example the 
intermediary may build services and become a service provider; a service provider whose service is a process will also be a 
consumer. 

 

Figure 1; SOA and shared infrastructure funding relationships 

Principle: One-Step relationships 

The relationship between consumer and provider is limited to the immediate connected parties; no SLA or 
financial relationship exists with secondary providers such that: Customer relates-to Intermediary, 
Intermediary relates-to Infrastructure, and Intermediary relates-to Service provider(s). 

Consumers must be encouraged to use existing services and not build new implementations of existing functionality. The 
cost of using shared capabilities should be predictable and transparent ideally mapping to a business-relevant unit of work, 
for example a settlement or registration of a new customer. Metrics relevant to IT, for example bytes moved or CPU 
utilization do not help the business understand how to improve their behaviour or how to make efficiencies.  

Principle: Federation of funding models 

The way funding maps to activity between intermediary and service providers may conform to a different 
model from that of consumer and intermediary.  

Service Providers2 must be encouraged to build and provide Services that are fit for purpose and can be shared by multiple 
consumers. Delivering shared capabilities will incur new challenges and costs that simply do not exist when a party is sole 
consumer and provider. For example, maintenance windows are reduced, standards must be followed, and the range of 

 
2 Service providers can provide one of two types of service. Atomic services provide capability without reference to other services. Assembly or composite 
services deliver value by consuming other services. 
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functionality regularly used increases. Providers have a direct relationship with the intermediary rather than end-user 
consumers who drive demand. This may be reflected in a different way of charging that is more IT focused. 

• Cooperative or venture funding may be required to cover these costs. 
• Developers and managers must be recognized and rewarded. 
• Testing and quality assurance, including backward compatibility and regression testing must be thorough. 

A good funding model will link payments to volumes to allow the service provider to maintain capacity investments and to 
otherwise support the service. This leads to a per-use payment but does not help when demand is insufficient to breakeven.  

Principle: Unification and rollup of costs 

Infrastructure must not be a separate cost or overhead and consumers must not be expected to fund shortfalls 
in budgets. 

Infrastructure providers provide the infrastructure on which the SOA and Services are built. Their relationships with each 
service provider are separate and independent from relationships with intermediaries. Their interest extends to provision of 
hardware, software (layered products), networks, buildings, cooling, and power. Infrastructure is required by the 
intermediary and endpoint3 service providers. Logically these are separate relationships, possibly with different 
infrastructure providers and with different agreements and pricing models.  

The utilization-based funding model links costs to business benefits in a transparent and clear fashion. By adding other costs 
or taxation this link is broken and accountability is compromised. 

Principle: Intermediary is king 

The intermediary is implemented as an assembly service and organizational unit. It is responsible for 
management of finance, including billing, credit, and accounting. 

The Intermediary effectively owns the overall environment and exerts control by brokering connections and fee transfers 
between the other actors. Because of its brokerage role the intermediary must translate between measures of utilization 
used by infrastructure providers and Service providers, and the fee structure required and of value to the business 
consumers. At some point the translation between IT costs and business benefit must be performed. The most logical place 
is for this to happen in the intermediary. The intermediary is responsible for connecting consumers to providers and 
operating the SOA marketplace. It owns both sides of the relationship and must match the different funding requirements 
and desires.  

  

 
3 Endpoint is the term for consumer or provider attachments connected to the centrally shared infrastructure.  
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Service provision 

Principle: Appropriate Reward and Compensation  

Individuals must be compensated when service levels are not met and rewarded for positive contributions for 
example building Services and efficient ways of working. 

The example highlights problems created by implementing reuse without first tackling how to fund and manage shared 
components. It is difficult to understand why anyone would offer their service for reuse without a focused and deliberate 
financial model that compensates service owners and recognizes project achievements.  

 

 

Re-use is not going to happen efficiently or in sufficient volume to be sustainable without pro-active funding for new capacity 
and maintenance. Incentives must be provided to those hosting capabilities.  Specific challenges are: 

• Combined requirements suggests 7x24 availability, which is challenging because of component numbers4. 
• Maintenance windows diminish, upgrade testing and “big bang” changes become impossible. 
• Retirement of components and Services becomes more difficult. 

  

 
4 A service that requires 3 components to be available (S1, S2, ESB) will have availability S1 x S2 x ESB. Assuming 99% availability for each component the 
result is 0.99 x 0.99 x 0.99 = 97% availability for the service. 

A department builds a service with sufficient capacity to accommodate their needs. The service is made available, at no 
charge, to other users. 

 

• Demand has risen to exceed installed capacity causing hardware and software licenses to be increased, despite 
the owning department’s peak use of less than their original estimates.  

• Calls for assistance and fixes to seldom used modules have increased development costs and slowed production 
of a new system. 
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Balancing capacity and demand 
By closely and efficiently matching capacity to demand the cost of delivery becomes an incremental cost with no fixed or 
variable component. The result is a simple model that tightly couples the price paid to the volume requested. In reality the 
effort to match capacity to demand in real-time is more expensive than maintaining over capacity and pricing to cover the 
additional margin. Human and hardware resources are fixed costs that cannot be turned on and off as quickly as demand 
changes. 

Managing costs 
Cost cannot be destroyed for a given quality of service. They can be moved and assigned to different providers. A provider 
selling capacity must charge a premium to cover the risk of maintaining a pool of capacity. Using cloud and other 
“outsourced” infrastructures simply change capital costs into incremental ones, which is great for low volumes and highly 
variable workloads but fails to gain benefit from scale. 

Principle: Transparent costs 

Costs should be based on reliable measures and clearly be for a defined use, for example upgrades, testing, 
support, capital, maintenance, and capacity. Additional fees to pay unexpected gaps should be avoided. 

Shortfalls in funding must be managed in the same way as a business manages cost. It is not acceptable to add fees when 
faced with funding gaps. Gaps can be mitigated and avoided by having a marketplace to sell capacity and attempt to be in a 
rising demand market more often than not. A portfolio of applications (Services) can be selected chosen for their hedging 
properties.  

For example, when application [A] is busy application [B] is not. The simplest example is day versus night operations; 
application [A] is inactive at the same times as application [B]. 

 

Figure 2; Revenue and volume against capacity; Managing capacity and demand 
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Manipulation of Variable and Fixed costs 
It is seductive to attempt to convert fixed costs into variable ones to reduce the risk that over capacity will incur high fixed 
costs when the value generated cannot support them. This is a perfectly reasonable desire but one that contains implicit 
assumptions and costs. 

Figure 3; Break-even chart; High fixed cost/high 
contribution strategy  

When system utilisation is expected to increase 
there can be an advantage to using a higher 
proportion of fixed costs. A reasonable 
expectation is that the CPU and data load for 
most core business systems will increase. 

The graph in Figure 3 shows low variable cost 
and relatively high fixed costs leading to losses 
when volumes are lower than break-even but 
shows significant cost savings after break-even 
leading to a high margin or super profits. This is 
because the fixed costs do not rise with sales. 
This approach can lead to unexpected losses and variable results caused by relatively small fluctuations in demand. Users 
should regard this as a high-risk strategy for all but the most highly used core systems.  (Source: Keith Ward (1992), Strategic 
Management Accounting, CIMA) 

Figure 4; Break-even chart; low fixed 
cost/low contribution strategy 

This scenario sees smaller returns after 
break-even because of a higher variable 
cost structure; however, the approach 
incurs smaller losses when operating 
below break-even and may provide 
more opportunity to reconfigure 
resources. This approach is less likely to 
lead to unexpected losses and variable 
results caused by relatively small 
fluctuations in demand. (Source: Keith 
Ward (1992), Strategic Management 

Accounting, CIMA) 
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If a portfolio approach is used, then a number of these types of risk can be grouped to allow some to fail to break even and 
others to mitigate the risk. By collocating various workloads on the same platform, the risk that one workload diminishes is 
mitigated by other workloads that can rise. This is exactly the rationale for shared-infrastructure and reinforces the 
conclusion that the platform should not be outsourced and that fixed costs may, in this case, be desirable. 
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Managing Capacity 

Principle: Proactive capacity management  

A good funding model provides funding to allow the provider to proactively modify capacity to match demand. 
The price of a “service” contains all appropriate costs; no additional tax is levied. 

Over capacity is often designed into solutions because of the current focus on project focused funding models. Solutions 
designed to achieve peak performance and accommodate a predicted two or three-year growth often translate into 70-90% 
over capacity during normal operation. Systems are built this way to use funding while it is available and avoid disruption 
otherwise associated with adding capacity to an operational solution. 

Capacity must rise faster than demand to maintain margin for error and quality of service. This incurs additional costs and 
exposes the provider to the risk that demand will drop faster than capacity can be shed. Figure 2 shows an example where 
initial capacity exceeds demand and experienced service quality is high5.  A low-quality approach will wait until demand 
exceeds capacity before acting. 

Under capacity and operating solutions with no margin for growth is potentially more expensive and damaging, leading to 
availability problems and poor performance. Environments that experience intensive change often suffer from human-error 
leading to degraded availability.  

Capital equipment costs are a relatively small part of the implementation cost for a new solution. The largest cost being the 
effort required managing, configuring, and deploying infrastructure and applications. An infrastructure already operational 
with capacity to spare can accommodate new workloads at a fraction of the cost and far more quickly than a new project 
working from scratch.  

Rising demand 
The cost of changing the size of an IT deployment is such that it is cheaper to deploy more capacity than initially required. 
This approach reduces disruption and avoids costs after the deployment phase is completed. Often the financing model for 
the project encourages this situation because the funding will disappear once the project is deployed. The result is 
investment that is never turned to value and IT appears significantly more costly than it should. 

Variable and periodic demand 
Variable and periodic demands require capacity to be available for peak times and lead idle capacity at other times. By 
selecting disparate workloads for the same shared infrastructure with a suitable funding model this effect can be reduced.6 
A system with capacity to deliver two 4 hour peaks every 24 hours will cost 24/4 = 6 times more per transaction than a similar 
system fully utilized. 

Falling Demand 
Shaded area [C] in Figure 2 represents spare capacity that incurs cost but no revenue.  The reality that workload is not going 
to recover takes time to recognize and may be prohibitively expensive to reduce capacity at times other than during a 
technology refresh. 

Managing Demand 
There are two primary mechanisms for managing demand: the pricing model, and workload profile. Using variable pricing 
based on required quality of service and time of day can influence users to shift non-essential workloads to less expensive 
times, thus balancing demand. The profile of a workload can be manipulated by accommodating many different workloads 
that each has different demands.  

For example, by providing a worldwide service the system can take advantage of time zones causing peaks at different “points 
in time”. 

 
5 It is assumed for this example that availability of resources is the only influence on quality of service. 
6 Power generation has a similar problem; imagine that electricity is used only for lighting. During the day capacity sits idle and is a waste of capital 
investment. The ratio between total theoretical capacity and the actual capacity delivered over a period of time is termed the “Load factor” (Forty, 1992) 
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Comparison of pricing models 
 Strengths Weaknesses 

Project based funding 

Funding allocated to projects at 
development time includes 
funding for resources (hardware, 
software, support) required to 
operate the solution.  

 

• Encourages formal 
justification of 
investment, tends to trim 
scope, exposes the full 
development and 
deployment cost. 
Relatively simple 
approach that targets 
funds to current problems 

 

• Encourages over specification “while the budget is there” to deliver to a 
capacity predicted for n years in the future. Essentially purchasing 
hardware/software licenses 3 years before they are needed.  

• Small changes to existing applications are difficult to fund because of the 
“big project” mindset and funding model. 

• Procurement of time and skills to build a proper project case before the 
budget is allowed. This generally means that only projects of a particular 
kind are attempted because they are the simplest to justify, or because 
pressure from an area of business forces action. Projects that are shared or 
that are not exerting pain (yet) are ignored. 

Fixed Overhead 

Shared Infrastructure is funded 
from a central source paid for by all 
parts of the business. 
Contributions can be based on 
revenue and relative use of IT. 

 

• Simple approach that can 
be justified on the basis 
that these costs are not 
highly variable, and all 
parts of the business 
make similar use of the 
resources. 

• Technologies are fixed 
prices that are 
unavoidable. You cannot 
access IT without using a 
network. 

• The approach may not extend to the higher value/cost Service layers of the 
architecture because not everyone uses all Services and not all Services 
cost the same to operate or build. 

• Lack of accountability: The model does not help to make the cost of 
operation transparent to the various sponsors. It does not provide financial 
cost/revenue metrics that might justify retirement of assets. 

• Cost centre leading to starvation of funds: This model is especially 
manifested when IT infrastructure is outsourced to a 3rd party. Many 
outsourcing contracts refer to business as usual as break-fix activity. The 
notion is that the status-quo is maintained by “fixing” things as they break 
with minimal proactive maintenance. Clearly by definition this approach 
leads to a low-quality service that incurs downtime before any fixing 
activity is performed. The more interconnected and dependent services 
are, the more costly downtime becomes. A critical SOA service failure may 
bring the entire enterprise to a halt. 

Variable overhead – pure utility 
models  

A truly variable model has no fixed 
element and charges according to 
consumption. This tightly couples’ 
costs of service provision to the 
price charged and works well when 
the demand is rising but may leave 
the intermediary with costs that 
are not recovered if demand 
dramatically falls. 

• Tight coupling between 
costs and prices allow the 
intermediary to respond 
to growth and over 
recovery can be used to 
improve and extend the 
service. 

• Clear identification of 
services/resources being 
used and the associated 
costs. 

• No fixed element means that Services with only a few users must be 
maintained and may not recover their full costs. 

• Non dependable funding reduced demand leads to reduced revenue, which 
may expose the intermediary to costs between reduction of demand and 
retirement of capability. 

For more details see Appendix: Established infrastructure funding approaches 
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Funding model principles 
Sharing infrastructure or applications and their associated support costs can deliver significant benefits. A critical success 
factor is that all participants feel they get value for money and that the infrastructure is governed in a manner that does not 
risk their business. Various approaches with different characteristics can fund infrastructure projects operationally; the 
choice is dependent on what can be measured and whether prices should reflect business value or the cost of technology.  

Reviewing the pathology of a funding model highlights two factors that are critical to the success of any shared infrastructure: 

• Strong, proactive governance requires independent funding. It cannot be allowed to rely on project contributions 
or inflicting intolerable pain for funding.  

• Cooperation must be based on trust backed by documents of understanding and managed by a governing body. 
This is out of scope for this paper. 

The review also emphasizes several key principles that should be considered by any funding model: 

Principle: Proactive capacity management  
A good funding model provides funding to allow the provider to proactively modify capacity to match 
demand. 

 

Principle: Transparent costs 
Costs should be based on reliable measure; however, tightly coupling price to cost is insufficient to manage 
boundary conditions experienced during start-up, retirement, and unpredictable demand. 

 

Principle: Fact based use of technology and dynamic demand 
A good funding model supports the maintenance of spare capacity and allows capacity investment when 
required and before existing capacity is saturated. (Before the pain trigger) 

 

Principle: Minimize funding risk 
A good funding model is structured to mitigate minor reductions in capacity and funding to re-factor systems 
in the event of permanent reduction. The cost of acquiring and maintaining an item of data can be more than 
expected. Operation of services that consolidate data should be a corporate objective and must be included in 
any funding model proposals. 

 

Principle: Sustainability 
A funding model does not avoid the need for strong governance, which is required to avoid skills loss and 
abuse of the system. 
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Proposed Funding Model 

Pricing Model 
The price charged for a service is influenced by strategy, costs, and by observing consumer behaviour. For example, it may 
be expensive to introduce a new consumer and authorize their access but making this an expensive activity will adversely 
affect adoption. The model in Figure 5 shows how the cost model is created from facts and then influenced by strategy 
before prices are established. It also highlights that funding models must be underpinned by strong governance, which 
provides charter and policies for; conflict resolution, price changes, annexation of failing Services, SLA enforcement, 
retirement process for Services, Technology adoption. 

 

Figure 5; pricing components 

Metrics inform the cost model directly by showing where investment is needed. They also influence the strategy and types 
of intervention appropriate to achieve a pricing outcome that is acceptable to the consumers and providers. 

• Metrics used for pricing must be chosen carefully to deliver the principles of transparency, minimizing funding risk, 
and delivery of facts to support technology and business decisions. 

• In general, a firm’s need for computing power and storage increases. 

• There is a cost associated with having resources available for use. The faster a resource must respond to demand 
the more expensive it generally is to maintain.  

• To accommodate peaks spare capacity must be maintained; this is pure cost for the majority of the time. 
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Reviews of pricing performance must be performed regularly and compared to predetermined success criteria. This is 
especially important because consumer behaviour is being influenced by the pricing strategy. It must be adapted to 
compensate for unexpected variations, for example if everyone moves all processing to “quiet times” then they will no longer 
be quiet. 

Over recovery 

Once a funding model is completed the requirements will be documented and prices established based on precedent 
and guess work. If this is incorrect and the price structure dramatically over recovers the situation must be managed. 

o Rebate businesses pro-rata in the current year. 
o Reduce prices in the next year. 
o Deliver profits to the corporation. 
o Maintain funds for additional refinements. 

Under recovery 

Under recovery strategy is linked to over recovery. It is not equitable to retain excess profits and also request additional 
funds if under recovery is a problem. Under recovery can be managed by agreeing overdraft funding from the 
corporation and changing fees for the following year, or by requesting the shortfall pro-rata from users, however, the 
best way may be to have the gaps covered by the insurance bucket discussed later. 

Strategic direction can and should influence the price charged for a service. There are three techniques by which strategy 
can influence the price. Subsidy indicates that the corporation pays the difference, Taxation is an increase in a price to 
influence users away, and discounting is a lowering of the effective price with no compensation. The use of discounts is likely 
to be driven by the IT business strategy rather than the corporate strategy. 

The desired operating margin must be sufficient to cover expected proactive costs and a reasonable levy on the business. 
The actual proportion will differ by business and scope of activities, but this margin should not generally be so large that SOA 
Plc makes a “profit”.  

• Pay per invocation. 
• Pay for the ability to connect or improved quality of service. 
• Pay per volume of data. 

Costs are constructed from fixed, variable, and incremental actual costs. They should avoid introducing artificial costs to 
properly reflect the true cost of business, including the cost of capital assets. “Rental” reflects capital investment including 
opportunity cost. 

To inform the model costs must be allocated to a chosen unit of measure, for example cost per service-call. Costs should be 
based on the capacity available assuming saturation to reflect the true costs and leave funding gaps with SOA Plc rather that 
the consumers. 

  

The cost of a single service invocation is the total cost of providing the infrastructure for a period of time divided by the 
number of service invocations (throughput) possible in the same time. The cost is then adjusted to account for a margin. 
Figure 6 shows example calculations based on system capacity and showing the cost recovery as a proportion of cost.  

System Cost7 System Capacity Unit Cost System Utilization Cost recovery Recovery % 

600,000 60,000 10 2000 20,000 3% 

600,000 60,000 10 30,000 300,000 50% 

Figure 6; Calculations of real cost and proportion of cost recovery 

The same technique can be used regardless of unit of measure, for example transactions per day or data-volumes processed 
per minute. 

• Large disparities between price and cost indicate inefficiencies; the business does not value the service as 
much as it costs. This kind of information is rarely available to decision makers. 

 
7 System Cost is the amortized cost for the period and includes all relevant costs. 
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• Large differences between capacity available and utilized demonstrates inefficiency and will be reflected in 
the cost recovery and thus highlighted at the service level (See virtualization). 

Financial lifecycle 
The chosen funding model must operate at all stages of a Service lifecycle, which is likely to mimic a classic adoption process. 
This insight is useful when attempting to understand the likely capacity requirements and margins or subsidies required. In 
Figure 7 the decline can be caused by introduction of new techniques or declining business demand.  

 

Figure 7; Technology Adoption Process; growth and decline 

Fixed costs are difficult to manipulate and are affected in a granular stepwise manner by changes in business activity, for 
example two people perform a role for demand between 1 and 1000; only when demand exceeds this are fixed costs 
increased. Variable costs vary according to demand, for example heating. In this context incremental cost is the direct cost 
of a Service call, adding a new user, and retirement. 

• Infrastructure incurs costs regardless of whether it is being used.   

When the start and end of a payment period for a particular revenue opportunity does not match costs, the mismatch must 
be funded. This can occur when hardware is funded monthly and the consumer departs after only two weeks. 

Manipulating the model 
The funding model must adopt measurements that reward those following corporate strategy and contributing to the overall 
success of the technology. The architecture and funding approach must be flexible enough to allow experimentation with 
new techniques and technologies; allowing new ideas to be seeded or otherwise subsidized into the environment to promote 
vitality. 

Services must price their capabilities in a factual manner and declare their qualities of service in a standardized way. This 
allows consumers to properly determine whether they are willing to pay for the quality or wish to invest in reducing that 
cost. If replacement is unjustified then investment might be driven toward improving the existing offering. In cases where 
competing services exist the best can be chosen based on quantitative measures. 

Insurance 
The insurance bucket is required to cover unexpected events and risks that cannot be suitably mitigated by the SOA Plc itself. 
This helps to maintain reasonable costs without the addition of risk premium. The insurance bucket is paid an agreed fee 
from each margin and underwritten by all the business users. In the event of risks being realized the insurance provides a 
well-defined way to fund recovery. For example, invocation of business continuity. 

Special Projects (shared) 
How should special projects, for example a new Auditing requirement be funded? Is this expected to be paid for from the 
fees or independently? What constitutes a “special project”? 

Payment caps, tiers, and floors 
Because of the fixed portion of costs, it may be desirable to charge a minimum (floor) price for using the shared 
infrastructure, for example 1,000 transactions per month is the lowest available price. This may include a standing charge 
element.  

Prices are calculated to fully recover costs + margin but not intended to make excessive profits. It may be useful to implement 
a tiered pricing strategy or a simple cap on the cost of processing for a particular business. 

Introductory Stage

Innovators

Growth Maturity Decline
Classic product sales growth and decline

time
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Block pricing  
Allow a business to use the high-volume prices in return for a minimum charge regardless of actual volumes. 

Managing funding risks 
The cost of supplying and maintaining a computing resource can be assigned and moved around but it cannot be destroyed. 
A consumer can reduce the proportion of a risk they fund by using the sharing model and assigning risks to the intermediary, 
whose charges will reflect the additional risk, or it will be unfunded. Use of shared infrastructure brings new risks; 
simultaneous peak, shared technology failure, operational complexity (maintenance windows and compatibility issues), 
stagnation of assets and capabilities, loss of agility, and of course the problem of how to equitably fund the effort. 

The decision to proceed 
The decision to build a shared infrastructure is influenced by strategy, nature of the problem, and financial characteristics. 
This is not a simple decision and should not be taken on the basis of only one of these dimensions. A technique that can shed 
light on the financial dimension is to calculate the rate of return for the project and use that to work back to the expected 
cost per transaction. 

 

Figure 8; Decision influences 

The model works by taking the capital investment, annualized operating costs, and expected lifetime of the solution and 
using the lifecycle to estimate the actual utilization. The result is calculated revenue required each year to cover the initial 
investment and operating costs. 

Once the annual revenue is known it can be used as a benchmark to calculate various combinations of transaction volumes 
and cost per transaction. 

• If the transaction volume required to achieve a particular cost per transaction exceeds capacity, then the project 
is not viable on a financial measure. 

• If the cost per transaction can be acceptable and return a “profit” then the approach is viable assuming the required 
volumes can be met. 

Once the model has been populated costs can be moved around and, for example rentals and other fees can be added to 
share costs on a basis that is acceptable to the users. Whatever the outcome financial measures should be compared to the 
alternative; they are not the only concern and should be taken in the context of other dimensions illustrated above. 
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Example 
The model below shows basic facts about the system, for example its capacity, expected utilization, and cost. 

• Estimates are provided for income based on maximum capacity and the estimate of the actual utilization. Per 
transaction prices are available to determine whether the cost is acceptable. 

• To allow systems with different utilization distributions and life expectancies to be compared the model also 
provides the net present value (NPV) calculations. 

The illustration shows a system that costs around £150k to build, £90k to maintain and has a transactional load of 200 tx/year.  

Notice that the annual costs include a 5% investment levy. The transactional cost is calculated to be £517 per transaction, 
which may appear expensive and illustrates the need to compare these results with at least one alternative and ideally the 
current costs. 

In this case we know that the current manual process requires 4 people and costs around £200,000 per year to operate. The 
transaction load is the same. Indicating a per transaction cost of £200k / 200 = £1000 / transaction.  

The new system is expected to reduce the cost by around 50% and will reduce costs even if the transaction volume reduces, 
which is not true for the manual process. 

Notes: 

[1] Hardware is generally written off over 4 -5 years. Five years is a good estimate of system life expectancy 

[2] System capacity should be known from the design requirements for a given investment 

[3] Assumed utilization of the system capacity over its lifetime 

[4] The cost/tx is calculated to recover costs assuming a low utilization. This will over-recover if underestimated 

[6] Break-even cost/tx over lifetime of the system assuming max and specified utilization distributions 

[7] Net Present Value is future income is discounted to the present year to allow comparison. The formula used by 
the illustration above is: NPV (Revenue) = Revenue / (1+WACC) ^ Year. 

[8] Return on investment is the present value of the sum of annual revenues with capital costs deducted. In the case 
of a shared infrastructure this figure should be close to zero or positive enough to provide investment for the 
installation.  

System utilisation estimated for the example above is based on the lifecycle expectation that a few  

will adopt first, then more until utilisation peaks. At some point in the future an alternative solution will appear and migration 
away will happen.  

By continually investing in the solution and working to reduce costs the system life expectency can be prolonged. 
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Figure 9; Infrastructure example ROI calculations 

Infrastructure Return on Investment Calculations
The Data entry (Bold numbers) and calculations (Geryed out) above outline the basic shape of the investment in the infrastructure

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 [1]

REQUIREMENTS & Summary Break-even Total Revenue

Sys te m  Capac ity (tx /ye ar) 200         200          200        200        200        200        [2] 517.80   621,360         
Pre dic te d Utilis a tio n 30% 70% 100% 100% 70% 30% [3]

Sys te m  Utilis a tio n  (tx /ye ar) 60                                140                               200                         200                         140                          60                            776.70   621,360         
Po s s ib le  re c o v e ry[4] 310,680.00       932,040         

De s ire d Pric e /Tran s ac tio n 600.00      With Expected Util 480,000         

With Max Util 720,000         

COSTS

C a p it a l In v e s t m e n t 220 Days/Year
Hardware 30,000 10,000 Max Tx/Day
So ftware 80,000 [5] 10% WACC

B u ild c o s ts 40,000 50,000 Staff Pay (Manager)
Le gal c o s ts  e tc . 0 35,000 Staff Pay (IT Specialist)

To ta l In v e s tm e n t 150,000.00                40,000 Business user cost/year

O p e ra t in g  C o s t s Costs expressed as a:
Datac e n tre  s pac e 600.00                        600.00                        600.00                   600.00                   600.00                   600.00                   2% Proportion of HW cost

So ftware  m ain te n an c e 20,000.00                  20,000.00                  20,000.00             20,000.00             20,000.00             20,000.00             25% Proportion of SW Capital
Hardware  m ain te n an c e 6,000.00                    6,000.00                     6,000.00                6,000.00                6,000.00                6,000.00                20% Proportion of HW Capital

To o lin g  c o s ts 10.00                           10.00                            10.00                       10.00                       10.00                       10.00                       

Suppo rt s ta ff (Man ag e rs ) 500.00                        500.00                        500.00                   500.00                   500.00                   500.00                   0.01 Number of Managers
Suppo rt Staff (Spe c ia lis t) 350.00                        350.00                        350.00                   350.00                   350.00                   350.00                   0.01 Number of IT Specialists

B us in e s s  s ta ff 40,000.00                  40,000.00                  40,000.00             40,000.00             40,000.00             40,000.00             1 Number of Business Staff
Co n s um ab le s 3,000.00                    3,000.00                     3,000.00                3,000.00                3,000.00                3,000.00                10% Proportion of HW cost

Po we r an d lig h tin g 600.00                        600.00                        600.00                   600.00                   600.00                   600.00                   2% Proportion of HW cost
In v e s t m e n t  f u n d in g  r e c o v e r y 7,500.00                    7,500.00                     7,500.00                7,500.00                7,500.00                7,500.00                5% Proportion of Capital Spent

Total Costs 228,560 78,560 78,560 78,560 78,560 78,560

Cost per TX@Max Capacity 1,142.80                      392.80                        392.80                   392.80                   392.80                   392.80                   [6] 517.80             Break-even cost/tx
Revenue (Annualised cost/tx) 228,560.00               78,560.00                  78,560.00             78,560.00             78,560.00             78,560.00             621,360.00                    

Revenue (Average cost/tx) 103,560.00                103,560.00                 103,560.00            103,560.00            103,560.00            103,560.00            621,360.00                    

-                     ROI (Return on investment)
Total costs (NPV) 228,560 71,418 64,926 59,023 53,658 48,780 [7]

Cost /tx (NPV @Max Util) 1,142.80                      357.09                        324.63                   295.12                    268.29                   243.90                   [6] 438.64             Break-even cost/tx
Revenue (Annualised cost/tx) 228,560.00               71,418.18                     64,925.62             59,023.29             53,657.54             48,779.58             526,364.21                    (NPV)
Revenue (Average cost/tx) 87,727.37                  87,727.37                  87,727.37             87,727.37             87,727.37             87,727.37             526,364.21                    (NPV)

-                     ROI (Return on investment)
Predicted Utilisation

Cost per TX@predicted Cap 3,809.33                    561.14                          392.80                   392.80                   561.14                     1,309.33                 [6] 776.70             Break-even cost/tx
Revenue (Annulaised cost/tx) 228,560.00               78,560.00                  78,560.00             78,560.00             78,560.00             78,560.00             621,360.00                    

Revenue (Ave cost/tx) 46,602.00                  108,738.00                 155,340.00            155,340.00            108,738.00            46,602.00             621,360.00                    

-                     ROI (Return on investment)

If max utilisation is achieved at this price  over recovery is 310,680.00     Potential Over Recovery
310,680.00       ROI (Return on investment)

50% Over recovery on capital
Desired Price Revenue 600.00      
Revenue for max Utilisation 120,000.00                120,000.00                 120,000.00            120,000.00            120,000.00            120,000.00            

Profit 108,560.00-    41,440.00       41,440.00    41,440.00    41,440.00    41,440.00    98,640.00        ROI (Return on investment)
16% Over recovery on capital

NPV Profit 108,560.00-                37,672.73                  34,247.93             31,134.49               28,304.08             25,730.98             

Profit/loss (NPV) 48,530
Revenue for predicted Util 36,000.00                  84,000.00                  120,000.00            120,000.00            84,000.00             36,000.00             

Profit 192,560.00-    5,440.00         41,440.00    41,440.00    5,440.00     42,560.00-   141,360.00-       ROI (Return on investment)
-23% Over recovery on capital

NPV Profit 192,560.00-                4,945.45                     34,247.93             31,134.49               3,715.59                 26,426.41-              

Profit/loss (NPV) -144,943
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Approach 
Factoring in strategic objectives can be achieved in the same model by turning non-financial benefits into a financial return, 
for example the creation of flexibility in the firm or generation of new avenues for growth or future cost reductions; how 
much are you willing to pay for that capability? These values should then be used to discount the capital costs of the project, 
which will lead to lower cost of ownership and lower transactional costs. 

1. Translate the cost of the proposed infrastructure into a cost per transaction. 

2. Translate the cost of the current or dedicated infrastructure(s) into a cost per transaction. 

3. Compare approaches to determine whether costs are comparable and that the approach makes sense. 

a. If expected transactions are significantly lower than breakeven consider alternative (possibly still shared) 
approaches. 

4. Determine whether the demand will exceed the break-even numbers easily for the period of the model 

a. If demand < breakeven consider a taxation / transaction hybrid. 

b. If demand > breakeven consider pure transaction cost model. 

c. If it is not clear, then you might begin with a tax/charge model that can mutate to favour a pure 
transaction cost model when transaction numbers exceed a threshold. 

When considering infrastructure costs be honest. This is for your company and conservative or optimistic numbers will lead 
to failure. If time allows try to determine sensitivity of the model to changes in some of the prices, for example a 10% shift 
in wage bills, or a reduced acceptable transaction cost. 
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Measuring success 
The balanced scorecard (Norton, 1992), in this case the SOA balanced scorecard, is a performance management system that 
can be used to judge and reward how well effort is aligned to the broader enterprise strategy. (Wim Van Grembergen) The 
benefit of using a balanced scorecard is that measures from different dimensions affected by operational decisions can be 
combined with economic and accounting measures to create a more complete and sustainable view of achievement and 
alignment. 

Table 1; example balanced scorecard 

Stakeholder (esp. user) Orientation Business Contribution 

How do users view the SOA effort? 
(Developers, Operators, Support, Security/auditors, business 
users) 

Are costs and contributions better than the alternative? 

(Management accounting/economic perspective) 

  

Mission: Mission: 

- To be the deployment strategy of choice  

- To deliver low cost integration and management  

- Simple operational environment  

Strategy: Strategy: 

  

Operational Excellence Future Orientation 

How effective and efficient is the SOA environment? How well is the architecture & capabilities positioned for the 
future? 

  

Mission: Mission: 

- Improve use of data across business to deliver 
identification of risk, opportunity, and cost 
savings  

-  

- Improved time to value (deployment time) - Delay between cause and knowledge (realtime) 
- Improved specialisation of applications and 

reduced duplication of function 
- Age of application estate 

Strategy: Strategy: 
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Conclusion 
Business models that use accounting measures to determine viability of an activity fail to include the cost of IT, or account 
for it as an unrepresentative levy on business activity. A variable transaction-based costing model for shared infrastructure 
allows a business to identify weaknesses and inefficient operations more accurately. 

Taxation models 
Funding models that draw a budget each year to cover the known cost of running technology are prone to hiding 
the high cost applications and do little to inform business decisions.  

 

• The cost of seldom used applications is not known. 

• The cost of heavily used applications versus the business value generated is not clear. 

• Funding is allocated based on pain reduction rather than business imperative. 

• High value assets are over specified to match availability of funding (project funded organizations). 

Open Market Models 
By adopting SOA and requiring services to attract customers to fund themselves the costs and benefits can be 
linked. Services effectively declare their cost of operation in a catalogue and users can decide whether the cost is 
justified. 

 

• Metrics collection by the service bus and individual services should be used to proactively manage 
capacity. This can only be done if the funding is also available. 

• Offering applications as a bureau services will boost utilization and reduce the marginal effects of fixed 
costs. This improves viability of large projects. Any computer solution has high fixed cost for building and 
owning and relatively low incremental cost. 

By following the proposed model, it is possible to expose costs and technical decisions that may not make sense in the light 
of day. The price of a transaction is often asked, seldom known, and almost never used as the basis for spending decisions. 
This approach delivers a way to use a basic piece of information as a key enabler. 
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Appendix: Stakeholder interests - managing conflict 
The various roles have different reasons for engaging with the SOA infrastructure and need to gain from the funding model 
as much as from the technology advantages. 

Role Desires  

Consumer • Low cost of use and ownership 

• Costs flex with workload 

• Don’t want to buy hardware and software for 
the peak load 

• Maintain control of functions and influence 
quality of service  

• Avoid operational maintenance costs and 
skills development 

Intermediary • Providing a good and relevant service 

• Creating and maintaining the power to act and 
be proactive 

• Recover costs of governance, management, 
development, and support 

• Cost neutral 

Provider • Recover costs and fund expansion 

• Fund maintenance and improvements 

 

Infrastructure • Cost neutral but amortized across multiple 
platforms 

• Recover cost of investment in hardware 

• Provide maintenance 

• Software licenses (maintenance), hardware 
maintenance 

• Addition of storage, memory, and compute 
capacity 

• Provide technology refreshment as required 

• Solution support teams 

• Service provision and vitality 

• Provide proactive capacity management 

• Replacement of hardware 

• Replacement/upgrade of software 

• Provide ongoing enhancements 

• Kaizen approach 

Figure 10; funding objectives by role 
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Appendix: Established infrastructure funding approaches 
Project based funding 
Allocating budgets to IT projects is a common strategy for many companies. The approach requires an IT project to be 
justified and instantiated before money can be spent. The model appears to introduce formalized and efficient project and 
delivery-oriented thinking; the budget must be justified, and the work should be delivered to a pre-agreed timetable.  

The approach delivers resources based on sizing and capacity expectations from early estimates used to justify the original 
budget. This can lead to under resourced applications or to systems that reside on dedicated, under-utilized hardware. 

Projects are discrete packets of work to achieve a specific conclusion. They have a defined beginning, ending, and outcomes. 
Operational activity is a sequence of work performed repeatedly to achieve business goals on a continual basis, responding 
to environmental forces as required. It has no defined end date or final outcome. 

Variable overhead – pure utility models 
Some variable models are based on calculations rather than raw data. For example, the peak load each day, or the 
peaks averaged for a week. Some models use “User bands” to create a more block like model that favours the 
intermediary when utilization changes. 

 

Figure 11; introducing drag to mitigate for unpredictable demand 

Capacity can be purchased in many different ways to offset risk. For example, workload (requests) can be purchased as blocks 
that are designed to over-recover such that they match the capacity requirement more closely than the actual demand.  

Capacity purchased on a pay-as-you-go allows billing for actual usage. A periodic model provides capacity for a set time.  
Actual usage can be banded to allow consumers to be over-charged when utilization is outside the normal expectation. 
Weighted pricing can be used to discount high volume users and “confuse” the development of software to undermine 
charging policy. For example, 1-25 requests cost 30 cents but 25-50 cost 20 cents. 

  

Block purchase

Baseline

time

Block purchase

Block 
purchase
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Hybrid variable utility models 
These models combine elements from other models to deliver a fixed charge and variable consumption-based element 
rather like having a phone connection charge and call tariffs.  

Service consumption is defined as a single interaction between two parties: for example, request/response, datagram, or 
request/response/response. The initiator of the interaction pays the bill. If a consumer application (A) calls the ESB interface 
(B) for a Service (C) then A Pays B and B pays C. This approach simplifies collection and analysis of funding metrics and 
dislocates the consumer from implementation details such as the number of requests spawned by an initial request. Metrics 
that can be charged against include: 

 

Chargeable Event Technique 

Request / Response (RQ/RS) Count of calls in a given period split by size boundaries; more efficient to send more smaller messages 
è 0 – 5K is cheaper than over that size. 

Size of message Simply sum the size of requests/responses and bill against the number of bytes moved 

Priority of request Uplift to costs for high priority messages 

Service value pricing Each service having a different price for the request, otherwise similar to the above. 

Quality of service Uplift for persistent messages 

Peak utilization (demand) Measure load by the minute or peak per hour and bill against that for the day. 

Time of day To encourage real-time data transfer this is not recommended without significant thought. 

Rebate on non-availability Users should be refunded according to their normal use for the period of downtime. 

SLA non-performance Failure to meet performance (accuracy is assumed) should be refunded according to agreements. 
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Appendix: Cost Elements checklist 
Costs reflected in a price will vary by situation but should include or explicitly exclude all known and predictable elements of 
the system cost including: 

Cost Element Description 

Capital  

 

Software, Hardware, Installation, Design, production, pre-production, etc. 

Capital may need to be repaid or reflected in transaction costs. It should be depreciated over the expected life of the 
system, for example 4 years. Nonlinear depreciation that depreciates faster during the first half of the period may 
help to build funds for proactive replacement. Repayment options include: 

• Discounted transaction costs: No money changes hands and the true transaction cost is still known for 
planning purposes. The repayment period may be long and must not be allowed to starve the 
infrastructure of cash. 

• Capital repayments: Repayments must be handled in the same way as discounts in that they cannot be 
allowed to starve the infrastructure. 

Maintenance Hardware, Software, Networks, Heating/Lighting,  

Regular fixed costs associated with continuing operation of the infrastructure. 

Support equipment Support desk, monitoring software, desks etc (not people) 

Insurance Fund for dealing with unexpected events 

Staffing People; Support, Project office, free consulting for users, etc. 

Variable costs Costs incurred only when a transaction occurs or when a user joins or leaves the environment.  

 

 

Figure 12; Costs allocated to business activities 

  

Components Service Provision Process Provision Cost Model Subsidy Model Price RevenueMetrics

COSTS
Strategic 

Intervention PRICES

Staff Costs

Insurance

Variable Costs

Fixed Costs

Capital Expense

Incremental Costs

Hardware

Buildings

Professional Svcs

Software

Power/Lighting

Professional Svcs

Capacity Increase

Service Z

Service X

Service Y

Process A

Process B

Per Use

Per Use

Authorisation

Per Use

Authorisation

Per Use

Authorisation

Infrastructure 
Services

3rd Party Services

Connection

Authorisation

Disconnection

Standing Charge

Services Support

Support

Services

Deployment

Enhancement

Deploy

Test

Design

Subsidy

Discount

Taxation

Standing charges

Balloon Charges

Per use

Outcome
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Appendix: Funding model considerations 
It seems that there is no “best” model for funding shared IT infrastructures. The most appropriate model will depend on a 
number of factors, for example whether users want to swap fixed for variable costs, obtain a fast start for new projects, or 
avoid the need for some skills. Enterprise benefits can also accrue from a consistent way to operate and measure projects. 

 
Figure 13; Elements of a funding model (Lauterborn) 

Funding decisions can be informed by basing them on the operations of a typical firm (SOA Plc). SOA Plc must have a defined 
set of products, stakeholders, a market, and customers that have alternatives. The company cannot simply demand funding 
and is not a charity. Taking this approach, the following questions are of interest (Keller): 

Product: What is being offered? 
SOA Plc must have a reason to exist and should create a product whose nature and benefits can be simply described to the 
consumers. Benefits must be valued by customers and must remain relevant. The corporate strategy and specific pain-points 
are good focal points for the first offerings. 

1. What is the product and why should customers choose SOA Plc? 

The value created by what SOA Plc offers must be relevant and current; otherwise the initiative will become an expensive 
but irrelevant undertaking. Proactive improvements to the offered solution must be continuously implemented to keep the 
environment vital and relevant. 

Place: Market 
SOA Plc can offer services to parts of an organization, across the organization, or it may be allowed to offer support to 
external parties, for example business partners. This must be decided, and a mechanism established for changing scope once 
the product/market has been established. This question focuses the mind on pricing and how top-up payments from 
consumers cannot be authorized. 

1. How big is the market; how big will it be in the future, and what investment is appropriate? 

2. How can SOA Plc attract customers and reduce barriers to adoption? 

3. How can SOA Plc create sustainable competitive advantage? 

Components of the marketing mix
Adapted from Kotler & Keller 

(Customer Cs) R. Lauterborn (1990), Advertising Age

Marketing Mix

Target Market

Place
Channels
Coverage
Assortments
Locations
Inventory
Transport
Media coverage
Tradeshows
(Convenience)

Product
Product variety

Quality
Design

Features
Brand name

Packaging
Sizes

Services
Warranties

Returns
(Customer Solution)

Promotion
Sales promotion
Advertising
Sales force
Public relations
Direct marketing
(Communication)

Price
List price

Discounts
Allowances

Payment method
Credit terms

(Customer Cost)

Physical Evidence
Consulting assets
References
Success stories
Previous history
Brochures and reports

People
Demonstrable experience

Presentation
Communication skills

Technical Skills
Equipment & support

Process
Systems to deliver 
Manage capacity
Guide customers
Method & standards
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Price: Value versus cost 
One is to calculate the likely cost per transaction8 and decide whether the cost is acceptable. A system for sending SMS text 
messages can cost around 10 cents per text assuming a retail price of around 30-35 cents. An equity trade process might be 
more complex and cost $5 per transaction but the average margin is high enough to justify the cost. 

Financial relationships are between connected parties such that a consumer pays for services it calls directly. The funding 
model is owned and managed by SOA Plc using capabilities built by other vendors or parts of the business.  

There must be a way for funds to flow to the value providers to allow them to deliver a good service. The finance model is 
fractal, allowing each connected service to use the same model. 

Consideration: Price based on Predictable measures of utilization that inform business 
decisions, for example, number of business tasks performed and cost per transaction are useful 
capacity measures.  number of bytes moved is not. 

Process: How will consumers and providers be managed? 
The finance committee is responsible for funding shared IT operations and is sanctioned and controlled by the governance 
committee. The governing body is responsible for determining the scope of funding required and the uses to which it will be 
deployed. All parties with decision rights, including heads of the major business units, must be represented on the governing 
body and as such will agree to be bound by the terms of financing. 

Funding is a responsibility of the governance organization and as such must operate under its control. Powers required to 
make decisions and enforce payments from different parts of the business are derived from the governance body. A 
department that has not signed up to be governed may make enforcement etc. difficult. Specific processes that must be 
considered are: 

• Pricing: how will prices be determined and agreed 

• Measurement: how will success be measured for SOA Plc, and how will metrics be measured for charging purposes 

• Decision making: arbitration and other concerns 

Promotion: Attracting customers 
Cost will be a big contributor to most decisions; ironically those who wish to build bespoke solutions will have more risk and 
less idea of the true costs than SOA Plc. Having these facts and the ability to compare them will clearly be of benefit. If the 
business can build a strategic solution of similar (suitable) quality cheaper that SOA Plc then it is time to review the approach 
and drive out costs.  

• Software license procurement delays and costs. 

• Hardware cost and installation skills. 

• Software installation and configure cost, skills, delays. 

• Infrastructure design and documentation. 

• Testing planning and execution. 

• Capacity planning and cost prediction. 

 
8 A transaction is defined to be a business meaningful unit of work 
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Performance: Measuring success 

 

Figure 14; System success measures (Delone & McLean) 

Delone and Mclean determined that the success of a system implementation can be measured by the benefits to individuals 
and the organization, and that these are determined by the adoption, which depends on various measures of quality. In the 
case of funded infrastructure, the cost and perceived value for money is also a factor. 

SOA Plc can be benchmarked against available alternatives to measure its success. Point 2 above suggests that business users 
and decision makers are free to make this judgment each time they require a new capability 
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